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What's The Catch?

With its second recording, "What's The Catch?" - released in February 2013 on Unit Records Klangquadrat successfully continues on its way. Far from the mainstream of today's radio, the quartet
makes no compromises.
This is music refined for those listeners who take their time to savour all of its subtle nuances. Sound and
groove are central, you can hear the pure joy of simply playing from these four strong musicians. Rooted
in Jazz but not afraid to take it in new directions, they create diverse
and lively music with many influences.
The quartet, full of adventurous curiosity, stretches boundaries,
coming together at times to form one single voice and at others
supporting each other to the height of meaningful soloistic
improvisation.
The foundation for the musical exploration on the latest recording
comes from compositions by bandleader Cédric Gschwind, these
pieces stemming from his personal experience and insight.
The titel piece for example urges the listener to read between the
lines, whereas “Wintermood“ is reminiscent of a cold and
cumbersome winter scene.
In its 5th year of existence and after more than 60 concerts, Klangquadrat is boiling over with creativity
and life .
Statements about the debut album “Roaming“:
Nominated for the Price of the German record criticism 2011
“The focus of Klangquadrat is always on the common band sound and that
sound is carried by four strong individuals whose interplay is based on a high
level of creativity.”
– Rolf Thomas, Jazz Thing (D), November 2010
“A remarkable debut recording from a very young quartet.”
– Ulfert Goeman, Jazz Podium (D), October 2010
“With its wonderful team work this quartet creates modern, exiting Jazz that‘s
never lost in trivialities, but brings music to the point.”
– Concerto (A), October 2010
“fresh | ambitious | powerful | dedicated to music
that‘s what Klangquadrat is - go and listen ! you‘ll feel and hear it !”
– Klaus Dickbauer
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